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Abstract
For over a decade, model-based reinforcement learning has been seen as a way to leverage
control-based domain knowledge to improve the sample-eﬃciency of reinforcement learning
agents. While model-based agents are conceptually appealing, their policies tend to lag
behind those of model-free agents in terms of final reward, especially in non-trivial environments. In response, researchers have proposed model-based agents with increasingly
complex components, from ensembles of probabilistic dynamics models, to heuristics for
mitigating model error. In a reversal of this trend, we show that simple model-based agents
can be derived from existing ideas that not only match, but outperform state-of-the-art
model-free agents in terms of both sample-eﬃciency and final reward. We find that a
model-free soft value estimate for policy evaluation and a model-based stochastic value
gradient for policy improvement is an eﬀective combination, achieving state-of-the-art results
on a high-dimensional humanoid control task, which most model-based agents are unable to
solve. Our findings suggest that model-based policy evaluation deserves closer attention.
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1. Introduction
The task of designing a reinforcement learning (RL) agent that can learn to optimally interact
with an unknown environment has wide-reaching applications in, e.g., robotics (Kober et al.,
2013; Polydoros and Nalpantidis, 2017), control (Lillicrap et al., 2015; Kiumarsi et al., 2017),
finance (Fischer, 2018), and gaming (Vinyals et al., 2019; Berner et al., 2019; Justesen et al.,
2019). Many long-standing challenges remain after decades of research (Sutton and Barto,
2018) and the field is unsettled on a single method for solving classes of tasks. Subtle
variations in the settings can significantly impact how agents need to learn, explore, and
represent their internal decision process and the external world around them.
Model-based methods explicitly construct a surrogate of the true environment, which
can be queried with hypothetical sequences of actions to assess their outcome. In contrast,
model-free methods rely entirely on online and historical ground-truth data, and implicitly
incorporate the environment dynamics into action value estimates. Historically, the abstractions of model-based methods are more amenable to the incorporation of expert domain
knowledge (Todorov et al., 2012), and often find higher reward policies than their model-free
counterparts when only a small amount of ground-truth data can be collected (Deisenroth
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Figure 1: A model-based SAC-SVG agent learns a near-optimal humanoid gait by using shorthorizon model rollouts. More videos are online at sites.google.com/view/2020-svg.

and Rasmussen, 2011; Chua et al., 2018; Wang and Ba, 2019; Janner et al., 2019; Kaiser
et al., 2019). However model-based methods struggle to match the performance of model-free
agents when the latter are allowed unlimited interactions with the environment. While recent
work has greatly improved the asymptotic performance of model-based agents, on the most
challenging tasks they still often significantly under-perform model-free approaches.
While the incorporation of an explicit world model can introduce helpful inductive biases
to RL agents, imperfect learned models introduce additional, unwanted biases. An imperfect
model may assign high expected reward to catastrophic actions, or it may conjure fantasies of
hypothetical states having no correspondence to any realizable agent configuration. Precisely
which biases are introduced, and the resulting impact on the agent, depends heavily on how
the model is used. In some cases, the model aids action selection online, and in others it
augments an existing replay buﬀer with fictional experience. The reproducibility crisis in
reinforcement learning (Islam et al., 2017; Henderson et al., 2018; Engstrom et al., 2020;
Sinha et al., 2020) makes evaluating and understanding the tradeoﬀs diﬃcult.
In this work we seek to answer a key question: “What is the simplest model-based agent
that can achieve state-of-the-art results on current benchmark tasks?” We show that if the
model is used only for policy improvement, then a simple combination of a stochastic value
gradient (SVG) (Heess et al., 2015), entropy regularization, soft value estimates (Haarnoja
et al., 2018), and a single deterministic dynamics model are suﬃcient to match and surpass
the performance of model-based and model-free methods. This finding is particularly notable
because our baselines are substantially stronger than those reported in previous work. We
also show that the performance improvements of our approach cannot be attributed to model
architecture alone. Finally, we demonstrate that policy evaluation can be significantly more
sensitive to model bias than policy improvement, even for short rollouts.

2. Related work on model-based continuous reinforcement learning
In most model-based methods for continuous control, the dynamics model serves some or
all of the following functions: (1) a source of low-bias on-policy value estimates, obtained
by explicitly unrolling the policy for the full horizon or by refining a bootstrapped value
estimate; (2) a source of multistep value gradients for policy improvement; or (3) a source
of fictional transition data with which to augment expensive ground-truth transition data
2
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Table 1: Key diﬀerences between related work on imagination, value-expansion, and policy
distillation for continuous control. We use MVE to denote some form of valueexpansion, which may not necessarily have an explicit terminal value approximation.
Policy Learning
Update
Objective
PILCO (Deisenroth and Rasmussen, 2011)
MVE (Feinberg et al., 2018)
STEVE (Buckman et al., 2018)
IVG (Byravan et al., 2019)
Dreamer (Hafner et al., 2019)

Value Learning

Model

Dynamics
Ensemble Observation Space

G
G
G
G
G

MBPG
MF
MF
MVE
MVE

MVE
MVE
MF
MVE

GP
Det NN
Prob NN
Det NN
Prob NN

No
No
Yes
No
No

Proprio
Proprio
Proprio
Pixel+Proprio
Pixel

BC
BC

MVE
MVE

-

Local
Prob NN

No
Yes

Proprio
Proprio

METRPO (Kurutach et al., 2018)
MBPO (Janner et al., 2019)

G
G

MF+rollout data
MF+rollout data

MF+rollout data
MF+rollout data

Det NN
Prob NN

Yes
Yes

Proprio
Proprio

SAC (Haarnoja et al., 2018)
SAC-SVG(H) — this paper

G
G

MF
MVE

MF
MF

Det NN

No

Proprio

GPS (Levine and Koltun, 2013)
POPLIN (Wang and Ba, 2019)

G=Gradient-based BC=Behavioral Cloning MF=Model Free MVE=Model-Based Value Expansion GP=Gaussian Process

for standard model-free updates. Nearly every combination of these three functions can be
found in the literature. If bootstrapped value estimates are not used, and the model fulfills
functions (1) and (2), one obtains a generalized form of PILCO (Deisenroth and Rasmussen,
2011). Introducing bootstrapped value estimates and removing (1), one obtains the value
gradient (Heess et al., 2015; Byravan et al., 2019; Hafner et al., 2019; Clavera et al., 2020).
The model with (1) can also be used in a search procedure (Springenberg et al., 2020; Marino
et al., 2020). Conversely if (1) is retained and (2) is removed, the MVE method (Feinberg
et al., 2018) is recovered. Dyna-Q (Sutton, 1990) is an early method which uses the model
exclusively for (3), followed more recently by NAF (Gu et al., 2016), ME-TRPO (Kurutach
et al., 2018), and MBPO (Janner et al., 2019). Other contributions focus on the eﬀect of
ensembling some or all of the learned models, such as PETS (Chua et al., 2018), STEVE
(Buckman et al., 2018), and POPLIN (Wang and Ba, 2019). We overview the current state of
the literature and summarize some key dimensions in table 1. Our paper fits into this space
of related work to show that if set up correctly, the value gradient is a competitive baseline.
We have focused this section on continuous spaces and refer to Schrittwieser et al. (2020);
Hamrick et al. (2020) for further discussions and related work in discrete spaces.

3. Preliminaries, notation, and background in reinforcement learning
Here we present the non-discounted setting for brevity and refer to Thomas (2014); Haarnoja
et al. (2018) for the full details behind the -discounted setting.
3.1. Markov decision processes and reinforcement learning
A Markov decision process (MDP) (Szepesvári, 2010; Puterman, 2014) is a discrete-time
stochastic control process widely used in robotics and industrial systems. We represent an
MDP as the tuple (X , U , p, r), where X is the state space, U is the control or action space,
the transition dynamics p := Pr(xt+1 |xt , ut ) capture the distribution over the next state
xt+1 given the current state xt and control ut , r : X ⇥ U ! R is the reward map. The
3
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termination map d : X ⇥ U ! [0, 1] indicates the probability of the system terminating after
executing (xt , ut ). We refer to the dynamics, rewards, and termination map as the world
model, e.g. following Ha and Schmidhuber (2018), and consider MDPs with known and
unknown world models. We focus on MDPs with continuous and real-valued state spaces
X = Rm and bounded control spaces U = [ 1, 1]n . We consider parameterized stochastic
policies ⇡✓ (xt ) := Pr(ut |xt ) that induce state and state-control marginals ⇢⇡t (·) for each time
step t, which can be constrained to start from an initial state x0 as ⇢⇡t (·|x0 ). For finite-horizon
non-discounted MDPs, the value V or action-conditional value Q of a policy ⇡ is
X
V ⇡ (x) :=
E⇡
r(xt , ut ),
Q⇡ (x, u) := r(x, u) +
E⇡
V ⇡ (x0 ),
(1)
t

x0 ⇠⇢1 (·|x)

(xt ,ut )⇠⇢t (·|x)

which may be extended to regularize the policy’s entropy with some temperature ↵
X
V ⇡,↵ (x) :=
E⇡
r(xt , ut ) ↵ log ⇡(ut |xt ).
t

(xt ,ut )⇠⇢t (·|x)

0 as

(2)

The value function of a given policy can be estimated (i.e. policy evaluation) by explicitly
rolling out the world model for H steps with
X
⇡
V0:H
(x) :=
E⇡
r(xt , ut ) +
E⇡
Ṽ (xH ),
t<H

xH ⇠⇢H (·|x)

(xt ,ut )⇠⇢t (·|x)

Q⇡0:H (x, u) := r(x, u) +

E⇡

x0 ⇠⇢1 (·|x)

⇡
V0:H

0
1 (x ).

(3)

The final value estimator Ṽ can take the form of a simple terminal reward function or a
parametric function approximator trained through some variant of Bellman backup such as
fitted Q-iteration (Antos et al., 2008). Following Feinberg et al. (2018), we refer to eq. (3) as
the model-based value expansion (MVE).
Policy improvement updates the policy to attain a better expected value. In the RL
setting, the world model is often unknown and the value estimate is approximated in a
model-free way that does not attempt to explicitly model the world. In many actor-critic
methods, policy improvement is done with gradient ascent using the value gradient r✓ V ⇡ (x).
With stochastic policies, r✓ V ⇡ (x) is the stochastic value gradient (SVG) (Heess et al., 2015).
For consistency, we refer to methods that update the policy with an H-step value expansion
as SVG(H), even though other papers refer to this by other names (Byravan et al., 2019;
Hafner et al., 2019; Clavera et al., 2020).
3.2. The soft actor-critic for learning continuous control policies
The soft actor-critic (SAC) method (Haarnoja et al., 2018) learns a state-action value
function Q✓ , stochastic policy ⇡✓ , and a temperature ↵ to find an optimal policy for a
continuous-valued MDP (X , U , p, r, ). SAC optimizes a -discounted maximum-entropy
objective as in Ziebart et al. (2008); Ziebart (2010); Fox et al. (2015). The policy ⇡✓ is a
parameterized tanh-Gaussian that given xt , generates samples ut = tanh(µ✓ (xt ) + ✓ (xt )✏),
where ✏ ⇠ N (0, 1) and µ✓ and ✓ are models that generate the pre-squashed mean and
standard deviation. The critic Q✓ optimizes the soft (single-step) Bellman residual
JQ (D) :=

E

(xt ,ut )⇠D

[(Q✓ (xt , ut )
4
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where D is a distribution of transitions, e.g. an oﬄine replay buﬀer containing recent
experience, ✓¯ is an exponential moving average of the weights (Mnih et al., 2015),
Qtarg
(xt , ut ) := r(xt , ut ) +
✓¯
is the critic target, the soft value function is
V✓¯(x) :=

E

u⇠⇡✓ (x)

[Q✓¯(x, u)

E

xt+1 ⇠p

(5)

V✓¯(xt+1 ),

(6)

↵ log ⇡✓ (u|x)] ,

and log ⇡✓ (u|x) is the log-probability of the action. SAC also uses double Q learning (Hasselt,
2010) and does policy optimization with the objective
SAC
J⇡,↵
(D) := E [DKL (⇡✓ (·|x) || Q✓,↵ (x, ·))] =
x⇠D

E

x⇠D,u⇠⇡(x)

[↵ log ⇡(u|x)

Q(x, u)] ,

(7)

where Q✓,↵ (x, ·) / exp{ ↵1 Q✓,↵ (x, ·)} and the last equality comes from expanding the KL
definition. The temperature ↵ is adapted following Haarnoja et al. (2018) to make the
policy’s entropy match a target value H̄ 2 R by optimizing
⇥
⇤
J↵ (D) :=
E
↵ log ⇡✓ (ut |xt ) ↵H̄ .
(8)
xt ⇠D,ut ⇠⇡✓ (xt )

4. SVG(H) with entropy regularization and a model-free value estimate
In this section we discuss a simple model-based extension of model-free SAC. We find that
one is immediately suggested by reframing the SAC actor update within the SVG framework.
We also describe our dynamics model architecture, which is better suited for multistep value
gradients than the MLPs often employed in model-based RL agents.
4.1. Connecting the SAC actor update and stochastic value gradients
Although motivated diﬀerently in Haarnoja et al. (2018), the SAC actor update is equivalent
to entropy-regularized SVG(0) with a soft value estimate. This is seen by comparing the
entropy-regularized value estimate in eq. (2) with the SAC actor objective in eq. (7).
Given the empirical success of model-free SAC agents, it is natural to think about a
model-based extension. Since the model-free SAC actor update is entropy-regularized SVG(0),
simply using the same soft value estimate and entropy adjustment heuristic from SAC, and
increasing the SVG horizon from 0 to H immediately provides such an extension. The
approach retains some of the desirable characteristics of SAC, such as the eﬀectiveness of the
soft value estimate in encouraging exploration, but adds the ability of multi-step SVG to use
on-policy value expansions for policy improvement. Algorithm 1 summarizes the approach,
which we will refer to SAC-SVG(H), with more details provided in app. A. Briefly put, for
policy improvement we minimize the entropy-regularized value estimate
SVG
J⇡,↵
(D) := E

x⇠D

⇡,↵
V0:H
(x)

(9)

⇡,↵
by ascending the stochastic value gradient, diﬀerentiating eq. (9) with respect to ✓. V0:H
is an entropy-regularized value expansion that explicitly unrolls the model for H steps and
uses the model-free SAC value estimate at the terminal rollout state-action pair. We adapt
the temperature ↵ to make the policy’s expected entropy match a target value H̄ 2 R by
optimizing the J↵ from SAC in eq. (8).
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4.2. Approximate world models for deterministic systems
We learn a deterministic transition dynamics model f✓
!%&
!%'
!%$
that maps the current state and a sequence of actions to
the next sequence of states, i.e. f✓ : X ⇥ U H 1 ! X H 1 .
…
ℎ&
ℎ'
ℎ$
ℎ"
Our dynamics f✓ is autoregressive over time and predicts
state deltas with a GRU (Cho et al., 2014) carrying
!"
("
($
forward a hidden state. We start with the current system
state x1 and an initial hidden state h1 and use h1 = 0 in
all of our experiments. Given {xt , ht , ut }, we encode the state and action into zt := f✓enc (xt , ut ).
We then use a multi-layer GRU to update the hidden state with ht+1 := GRU(zt , ht ), and
we then decode the hidden state with x̂t+1 := xt + f✓dec (ht+1 ). We model f✓enc and f✓dec with
multi-layer MLPs. App. A describes more experimental details and our hyper-parameters.
For every task we consider, we use a 2-layer MLPs with 512 hidden units and 2-layer GRU.
Learning the dynamics uses multi-step squared error loss
⇥
⇤
Jf (D) :=
E
||f✓ (x1 , u1:H 1 ) x2:H ||22 ,
(10)
(x1:H ,u1:H

1 )⇠D

where f✓ (x1 , u1:H 1 ) unrolls the GRU and predicts the next states x̂2:H and the expectation
E(x1:H ,u1:H 1 )⇠D is over H-step sequences uniformly from the replay buﬀer. We approximate
all expectations for the models in this section with a batch size of 1024.
We learn the reward map r✓ : X ⇥ U ! R as a neural network with a squared error loss
⇥
⇤
Jr (D) :=
E
||r✓ (xt , ut ) rt ||22 .
(11)
(xt ,ut ,rt )⇠D

We learn the termination map d✓ : X ⇥ U ! [0, 1] that predicts the probability of the
system terminating after executing (xt , ut ), which we observe as dt+1 2 {0, 1}. We model
dt+1 as a Bernoulli response with likelihood
Pr(dt+1 |xt , ut ) := d✓ (xt , ut )dt+1 (1

d✓ (xt , ut ))1

dt+1

.

(12)

We use a multi-layer neural network to model d✓ in the logit space and minimize the negative
log-likelihood with the objective
Jd (D) :=

E

(xt ,ut ,dt+1 )⇠D

[ log d✓ (dt+1 |xt , ut )] .

(13)

We only learn the terminations that are not time-based. Equation (13) could be weighted to
deal with an imbalance between termination and non-termination conditions, but in practice
we found this weighting to not be important.
Discussion. Our deterministic dynamics model using a GRU for predicting multistep dynamics is simple in comparison to the ensembles of probabilistic models other
recent methods use (Chua et al., 2018; Buckman et al., 2018; Janner et al., 2019). The
improvements from these models could benefit our base model as well, but our design choice
here for simplicity enables us to 1) sample states uniformly from the replay buﬀer without
needing to obtain the most recent hidden state associated with it, 2) still model transitions
in a latent space of the GRU, and 3) optimize the multi-step likelihood.
6
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Table 2: SAC-SVG(H) excels in the locomotion tasks considered in Wang and Ba (2019).
We report the mean evaluation rewards and standard deviations across ten trials.
SAC-SVG(1)
SAC-SVG(2)
SAC-SVG(3)
SAC-SVG(4)
SAC-SVG(5)
SAC-SVG(10)
POPLIN-P (Wang and Ba, 2019)
SAC* (Haarnoja et al., 2018)
SAC (our run)
PETS* (Chua et al., 2018)
METRPO* (Kurutach et al., 2018)
TD3* (Fujimoto et al., 2018c)
Training Timesteps

Ant

Hopper

Swimmer

Cheetah

Walker2d

PETS Cheetah

3691.00 ± 1096.77
4473.36 ± 893.44
3833.12 ± 1418.15
2896.77 ± 1444.40
3221.66 ± 1576.25
1389.30 ± 981.59
2330.1 ± 320.9
548.1 ± 146.6
510.56 ± 76.38
1165.5 ± 226.9
282.2 ± 18.0
870.1 ± 283.8

1594.43 ± 1689.01
2851.90 ± 361.07
2024.43 ± 1981.51
2062.16 ± 1245.33
608.58 ± 2105.60
-2511.05 ± 881.26
2055.2 ± 613.8
788.3 ± 738.2
2180.33 ± 977.30
114.9 ± 621.0
1272.5 ± 500.9
1816.6 ± 994.8

348.40 ± 8.32
350.22 ± 3.63
340.75 ± 13.46
348.03 ± 6.35
340.99 ± 4.58
303.16 ± 10.57
334.4 ± 34.2
204.6 ± 69.3
351.24 ± 5.27
326.2 ± 12.6
225.5 ± 104.6
72.1 ± 130.9

6890.20 ± 1860.49
8751.76 ± 1785.66
9220.39 ± 1431.77
8175.29 ± 3226.04
6129.02 ± 3519.98
2477.25 ± 2596.43
4235.0 ± 1133.0
3459.8 ± 1326.6
6514.83 ± 1100.61
2288.4 ± 1019.0
2283.7 ± 900.4
3015.7 ± 969.8

-291.54 ± 659.52
447.68 ± 1139.51
877.77 ± 1533.08
1852.18 ± 967.61
1309.20 ± 1281.76
-2328.08 ± 735.48
597.0 ± 478.8
164.5 ± 1318.6
1265.13 ± 1317.00
282.5 ± 501.6
-1609.3 ± 657.5
-516.4 ± 812.2

5321.23 ± 1507.00
5799.59 ± 1266.93
5636.93 ± 2117.52
5807.69 ± 1008.60
4896.22 ± 1033.33
4248.25 ± 802.54
12227.9 ± 5652.8
1745.9 ± 839.2
3259.99 ± 1219.94
4204.5 ± 789.0
-744.8 ± 707.1
218.9 ± 593.3

200000

200000

50000

200000

200000

50000

*Denotes the baseline results reported in Wang and Ba (2019).

5. Experimental results on MuJoCo locomotion control tasks1
We evaluate SAC-SVG(H) on all of the MuJoCo (Todorov et al., 2012) locomotion experiments considered by POPLIN, MBPO, and STEVE, all current state-of-the-art related
approaches. Note that although we compare against those methods, elements of each could be
introduced to SAC-SVG(H) and improve the performance at the cost of increased complexity.
We provide a sweep over horizon lengths for the POPLIN tasks and fix H = 2 in the MBPO
tasks. For every horizon length, we perform a hyper-parameter search only over the target
entropy schedule, which we further describe in app. A. Our SAC baseline uses the same state
normalization and target entropy schedule as our SAC-MVE runs in every environment.
Table 2 shows the results of our method in comparison to POPLIN (Wang and Ba, 2019)
on the locomotion tasks they consider from Wang et al. (2019), POPLIN uses the ground-truth
reward for these tasks and learns a model — we learn both. We outperform POPLIN in most
of the locomotion tasks, though it has a strong exploration strategy and works exceedingly
well in the cheetah environment from PETS (Chua et al., 2018). Notably our SAC baseline
often also outperforms the SAC baseline reported in Wang and Ba (2019). We are able to
find a policy that generates an optimal action with a single rollout sample rather than the
thousands of rollouts POPLIN typically uses and find that setting H = 2 usually improves
upon our SAC baseline (H = 0). Figure 2 shows our results in comparison to MBPO and
STEVE, which evaluate on the MuJoCo tasks in the OpenAI gym (Brockman et al., 2016)
that are mostly the standard v2 tasks with early termination and alive bonuses, and with a
truncated observation space for the humanoid and ant that discards the inertial measurement
units. SAC-SVG(H) consistently matches the best performance and convergence rates across
every task and is able to learn a running gait on the humanoid (fig. 1).
1. Our source code is online at github.com/facebookresearch/svg and builds on the SAC implementation
from Yarats and Kostrikov (2020). Videos of our agents are available at sites.google.com/view/2020-svg.
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SAC-SVG(2) — this paper
SAC
MBPO
STEVE
Alive bonus for surviving
Convergence

Figure 2: SAC-SVG(H) excels in the locomotion tasks considered in Janner et al. (2019).
We report the mean evaluation rewards and standard deviations across ten trials.

Recurrent Network — this paper
FCNet Ensemble
Train Loss
Holdout Loss
Test Loss

Figure 3: We compare the multi-step MSE of a 5-component ensemble of MLPs trained on
one-step transitions to that of a single recurrent network, trained on multi-step
transition sequences. The gap between the holdout curve and the test curve is
error due to distribution shift between the train and test distributions. Since the
ensemble of MLPs generalizes better in the supervised setting, our performance
improvement cannot be attributed to a simple change in model architecture.

5.1. Ablations
5.1.1. Model architectures and ensembling
PETS, POPLIN, and MBPO all relied on very similar implementations of bootstrapped
ensembles of MLPs to model dynamics. Since we use a diﬀerent architecture, it is important to
consider the impact of the change on the agent’s performance. Simply comparing the reward
curves resulting from diﬀerent model choices does not provide any insight into why some
methods perform better than others. In particular, such head-to-head comparisons cannot
diﬀerentiate between a model’s overall ability to generalize and more subtle interactions with
the rest of the agent, such as the eﬀect on exploration.

8
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Actor SVG(H) — this paper
Critic MVE
Critic MVE + Actor SVG(H)

Figure 4: We ablate model rollouts on critic updates and actor updates. Since value learning
is particularly sensitive to dynamics model error, on more complex tasks a slightly
inaccurate model can halt MVE agent improvement.

To explore the diﬀerence in generalization ability between diﬀerent architectures, we
removed the dependence of the data collection process on the dynamics model by comparing
the architectures on an independent episodic replay buﬀer, generated by a standard modelfree SAC trial. By sequentially adding episodes to the model’s training and holdout datasets,
retraining the model, and testing on a fixed test split, we isolated the generalization characteristics of the models while simulating the online nature of the RL data-collection process.
The results of this experiment are presented in fig. 3. An ensemble of MLPs generalizes
better than a single recurrent network of similar capacity. We selected the recurrent network
for its amenability to multistep value gradient backpropagation. While we could ensemble
our recurrent architecture, we observe that a single model obtains competitive results, and
have chosen to prioritize simplicity. Interestingly, even though the single recurrent model
overfits much more heavily to the training data, the asymptotic reward of our humanoid
agent is significantly higher and qualitatively diﬀerent than the agent in Janner et al. (2019).
Hence it is not clear how well the model needs to generalize, since short-horizon rollouts are
typically initiated with states from the replay buﬀer (i.e. the model’s training data).
5.1.2. Value expansions in the actor and critic
In fig. 4, we consider the eﬀect of introducing the critic MVE update of Feinberg et al.
(2018) when combined with either the standard model-free SAC actor update or SVG(H).
Of particular interest is the first combination, since it bears close resemblance to an ablation
performed in Janner et al. (2019) on the Hopper environment. In Feinberg et al. (2018), both
the dynamics model and the actor/critic models are updated with 4 minibatch gradient steps
at each timestep. MBPO periodically trained the dynamics model to convergence on the full
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replay buﬀer, generated a large batch of fictional transitions, and proceeded to repeatedly
update the actor/critic models on those stored transitions.
The contrast between our results and those of the MBPO ablation are instructive. Whereas
Janner et al. (2019) reported that MVE significantly underperformed MBPO in terms of
final reward, even when H = 1, we find that MVE is competitive on all environments until a
certain point in learning, after which performance gradually degrades. A likely explanation
lies in the MVE dynamics model update. As the replay buﬀer grows, the dynamics model
update is less likely to sample recent transitions in each minibatch, resulting in a gradual
increase in model error (fig. 7). As in fig. 3, the increase in dynamics model error cannot
be attributed to the capacity of the model architecture, since the supervised training error
on an equivalent replay buﬀer is significantly lower than the online training error. This
observation highlights the impact of model error when the model-generated transitions are
used to update the critic, and supports van Hasselt et al. (2019) argument that inaccurate
parametric forward dynamics models may be particularly detrimental to value learning.

6. Conclusion
SAC-SVG(H) combines the most eﬀective ideas from recent MBRL research, resulting in a
simple, robust model-based agent. A few key future directions and applications are in:
1. Policy refinement or semi-amortization as in Marino et al. (2020) interprets the policy
as solving a model-based control optimization problem and can be combined with
diﬀerentiable control (Okada et al., 2017; Amos et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2018; Agrawal
et al., 2019; East et al., 2020). Fine-tuning can also be performed at an episode-level
as in Nagabandi et al. (2018) to adapt the dynamics to the observations in the episode.
2. Constrained MDPs (Dalal et al., 2018; Koller et al., 2018; Chow et al., 2018; Dean
et al., 2019; Bohez et al., 2019), where the model-based value expansion and SVG can
guide the agent away from undesirable parts of the state space.
3. Extensions of other model-free algorithms. While we only considered SVG extensions
to SAC as presented in Haarnoja et al. (2018), similar SVG variations can be added
to the policy learning in other model-free methods such as Abdolmaleki et al. (2018);
Fujimoto et al. (2018b); Lee et al. (2019); Lee et al. (2020); Yarats et al. (2019).
4. Unsupervised pretraining or self-supervised learning using world models (Ha and Schmidhuber, 2018; Shyam et al., 2018; Pathak et al., 2019; Sharma et al., 2020; Sekar et al.,
2020) push against the tabula rasa viewpoint of agents starting from zero knowledge
about the environment it is interacting with and would allow them to start with a
reasonable idea of what primitive skills the system enables them to do.
5. Going beyond the single-agent, single-task, online setting. Some of the core ideas
behind model-based value expansion can be applied to more sophisticated settings. In
multi-agent settings, an agent can consider short-horizon rollouts of the opponents. In
the batch RL setting (Fujimoto et al., 2018a; Kumar et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019) the
short-horizon rollouts can be used to constrain the agent to only considering policies
that keep the observations close to the data manifold of observed trajectories.
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